
 
Way To Enroll Someone Onto Your Team 

     (or a personal for someone in your downline*) 

 
 
Log into your .biz site (www.WorldVentures.biz) (known as your “back office”) 
 
On the far right, click on REPORTS, then 3D BINARY VIEW 
 
You ONLY, ONLY, ONLY enroll your personals on the far outside right or left. 
 
The “blue guys” are taken reps.  You need to look for the next open spot under the last blue guy on your far left or 
far right.  Your goal is to keep your team balanced, as that is how we make cycle commission.  (i.e., if the numbers 
on top say 5 left, 2 right, then your next enrollment should go on the right.) 
 
BUT:  Your first three enrollments go on your SHARED leg of the upline’s side you’re on.  For example, if you’re on 
your upline’s right leg, then your first three enrollments go on the right shared leg (even if you already have 500 
sales on that leg).  Your next three go on your other leg (aka “inside leg”).   Your 1st three always help the team! 
 
CLICK on the next open “marshmallow man” that says “Click Icon to Enroll.”  If it looks like all the spots are taken 
that you can see, on the far bottom in the gray box, there’s a blue bar that says “BOTTOM LEFT” or “BOTTOM 
RIGHT.”  So if you want to enroll someone on the right, just click “BOTTOM RIGHT,” and it brings you to the next 
open spot on the bottom. 
 
After clicking on the selected Marshmallow Man, select the Country of purchase.  Follow all the next prompts. 
 
Check off the items purchased (getting everything – “all in” – is DreamTripsLife and Representative Business 
System).    
 
Once all items are checked, and you’ve verified that the total is correct, on the far right, click “CHECK OUT.” 
 
Follow all the other entries, which are self-explanatory. 
 
Your “URL” is your website name.  When someone first signs up, use generic info (unless they’re enrolling 
themselves): 
 URL = FIRSTINITIALLASTNAME (i.e., Andrea Walen’s URL = awalen), click on “check availability” – if taken, 

use FIRSTINITIALLASTNAMEMMDD, (i.e., awalen0313)  -- that’s the word before the websites, i.e., 
awalen.worldventures.biz 

 For password, always use their last name (all lower-cased) 
 For secret question, use “Where were you born?”  Answer = whatever State they live in.  Or “What is your 

favorite color?”  Answer = “Blue” – just keep it the same for every enrollment you make so there’s no 
guessing and you don’t have to remember what you did.  Duplication! 

 
They can always update all the info later to make it their own personal choices. 
 
*NOTE:  If you are not the personal sponsor, you can enroll a personal for someone in your downline by clicking on 
“give away sponsorship…” (on the last page) and doing a search for your teammate’s name or #.  
 
When done, make sure to check the box on the far bottom center to submit the application.  It is not accepted until 
you receive the page that says “Congratulations On Your Enrollment!” 
 

Congratulations on Growing Your Business!     

Unlock YOUR Dreams!   We’ve Got The Secret! 
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http://www.worldventures.biz/

